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Abstract

We report detailed simulation results on the formation dynamics of an electrical double layer
(EDL) inside an electrochemical cell featuring room-temperature ionic liquids (RTILs)
enclosed between two planar electrodes. Under relatively small charging currents, the
evolution of cell potential from molecular dynamics (MD) simulations during charging can be
suitably predicted by the Landau–Ginzburg-type continuum model proposed recently (Bazant
et al 2011 Phys. Rev. Lett. 106 046102). Under very large charging currents, the cell potential
from MD simulations shows pronounced oscillation during the initial stage of charging, a
feature not captured by the continuum model. Such oscillation originates from the sequential
growth of the ionic space charge layers near the electrode surface. This allows the evolution of
EDLs in RTILs with time, an atomistic process difficult to visualize experimentally, to be
studied by analyzing the cell potential under constant-current charging conditions. While the
continuum model cannot predict the potential oscillation under such far-from-equilibrium
charging conditions, it can nevertheless qualitatively capture the growth of cell potential
during the later stage of charging. Improving the continuum model by introducing
frequency-dependent dielectric constant and density-dependent ion diffusion coefficients may
help to further extend the applicability of the model. The evolution of ion density profiles is
also compared between the MD and the continuum model, showing good agreement.
Keywords: ionic transport, electrical double layers, room-temperature ionic liquids,
non-equilibrium transport, molecular dynamics.
(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

and the response of surrounding electrolytes at the interface.
EDLs in room-temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) have received
increased attention in recent years, as RTILs are emerging as
ideal electrolytes for many electrochemical systems. Specifically, RTILs are a new class of electrolyte that is composed
exclusively of ions but remains in the liquid state at room temperature [1, 2]. Because of their wide electrochemical window,
excellent thermal stability, low vapor pressure and other unique

Electrical double layers (EDLs) play a fundamental role
in numerous applications including electrical energy conversion and storage such as batteries, supercapacitors and
dye-sensitized solar cells. The structure and dynamics of
EDLs depend strongly on the nature of the electrified surfaces
4 www.clemson.edu/∼rqiao.
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Since RTILs are solvent-free electrolytes and the classical Poisson–Nernst–Planck (PNP) equations, which neglect
steric effects and ion–ion correlations, cannot accurately
describe the dynamics of EDLs in concentrated electrolytes,
[10, 12, 30] the above non-equilibrium studies on the formation
and relaxation of EDLs are all based on molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations. However, because of the recent breakthrough in the development of continuum models for EDLs
in RTILs, continuum simulations of EDL formation in RTILs
have become possible. For example, modified PNP equations,
which take into account steric effects, have been developed and
used to study the ion dynamics in electrochemical cells [30].
Most recently, Bazant, Storey and Kornyshev developed a
Landau–Ginzburg-type continuum model (hereafter called
BSK model) that can reproduce many essential features of
EDLs in RTILs [12, 31]. Using such a model, the step charging
of a parallel electrochemical cell was recently simulated, [32]
and the results indicated that the essential behavior of charging
(i.e., formation
√ of the EDLs) is closely controlled by a new
length scale λDlc , where λD is the Debye length and lc is the
1/2
3/2
correlation length in RTILs, and a time scale λD L/(Dlc ),
where D is the ion diffusion coefficient and L is the width
of the electrochemical cell. The time scale is consistent with
that inferred from the classical resistor–capacitor (RC) circuit
model.
All of the above studies have provided fundamental
insights into the formation and relaxation of EDLs in RTILs,
but many issues remain to be explored, some of which are
critically relevant to the practical applications of EDLs. First,
the majority of the prior studies focused on the macroscopic
behavior of EDL formation/relaxation by examining the
variation of the electrical potential drop across EDLs, but
relatively few works provided detailed characterizations for
the evolution of EDL structures. Second, most of the existing
works dealt with the limiting case of EDL formation or relaxation, i.e., when a step change of the charged state is enforced
on the electrode surface. Such a limiting case corresponds to an
infinitely large electronic current in the external electric circuit,
which is not practical. Finally, although the recently developed
BSK model [12] can reproduce many EDL properties under
equilibrium condition, it is not yet clear whether it can
predict the dynamics of EDL formation with accuracy. With
these issues in mind, herein we study the dynamics of EDL
formation in an electrochemical cell featuring a pair of planar
electrodes separated by RTILs under constant-current charging
conditions, a scenario widely encountered in galvanostatic
electrochemical experiments. In particular, we examine the
temporal evolution of the potential and ion density distribution
across the entire cell under different charging currents using
MD simulations. The results are compared with the continuum
simulation results obtained using the BSK model.

properties, [1, 2] using RTILs as working electrolytes can
surpass many important limitations of current electrochemical
devices. For example, using RTILs allows the working voltage
of supercapacitors to be increased beyond that of organic
electrolytes (i.e., >3 V) and thus can greatly increase the
energy density of supercapacitors, since the amount of energy
stored increases quadratically with applied voltage.
The structure and capacitance of EDLs in RTILs under
equilibrium conditions have been extensively studied both
using experimental techniques, [3–9] and theoretically by
analytical modeling, [10–12] atomistic simulations, [13–20]
and classical density functional theory calculations [21].
Thanks to these works, many interesting phenomena such as
over-screening, lattice saturation, alternating layering of ions
near electrode surface and the diverse shape of capacitance–
voltage curves are now reasonably well understood. Compared
to the structure and capacitance studies, the dynamics of EDLs,
which often controls the performance of electrochemical
devices such as dye-sensitized solar cells and supercapacitors,
has received much less attention. The existing theoretical
works in this area fall into two categories. The first category
focuses on the equilibrium dynamics of ions inside EDLs
[22–26]. For example, the self-diffusion of ions near a graphite
surface with different charge densities has been carefully
analyzed and it was found that the self-diffusion of ions is
strongly heterogeneous. Under high surface charge densities,
the lateral diffusion of ions in the first counter-ion layer is
actually faster than that in bulk RTILs. The second category of
work focuses on the non-equilibrium dynamics aspects, which
is closely related to the formation and relaxation of EDLs.
In one of the earliest non-equilibrium dynamics studies, [27]
the dynamics of EDL formation in molten salts was explored
by reversing the sign of the charges on the wall atoms and
following the subsequent evolution of the potential across the
cell with time. It was found that the charge relaxation near
the wall is very rapid due to the small-scale translation of
ions and the large driving force from strong local electric
fields. In a related work [28], the polarization relaxation of
RTILs confined between two oppositely electrified walls was
studied by switching off the external electric field and then
monitoring the decay of potential in the electrolyte with time.
It was discovered that the EDL relaxation consists of a fast
process with a time scale of <0.2 ps that accounts for 80% of
the potential drop and a slower process with a characteristic
time of ∼8 ps; it was also shown that ion diffusion, which
occurs on a much longer time scale, is not involved in the EDL
relaxation process. More recently, the relaxation of EDLs
at an RTIL–graphite interface was studied using two different
approaches [29]. In both approaches, the EDLs are equilibrated
initially before the studies of dynamics. The difference is that
at the beginning of the simulations, the charges on the electrode
surface are removed instantly in the first approach, while the
electrical potential on the two electrodes was switched to the
same value in the second approach. The EDL relaxation probed
by the first approach is found to be a fast process occurring on a
time scale of picoseconds. In comparison, the EDL relaxation
probed by the second approach is found to occur on a time
scale of hundreds of picoseconds, largely due to the slow ion
diffusion involved during the EDL reorganization.

2. Simulation systems and methods

MD simulations. The MD model for the electrochemical cell
consists of two parallel walls and the RTIL electrolyte enclosed
in between (figure 1). The separation between the two walls
is 30 nm, which is wide enough to ensure bulk-like RTIL
2
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic of MD (top) and continuum models (bottom) used for studying the formation of EDLs at the interface of planar
electrodes and RTILs. The electrical potential at x = 0 is taken as zero. The horizontal dashed lines in the top panel denote periodic
boundaries of the MD system. (b) A snapshot of the MD system, where the blue and red spheres represent anions and cations, respectively.

is small and the diffusion coefficient of the model RTILs used
here is large (see below). During simulations, the number
densities of cations and anions across the cell are recorded
every 1, 0.5, 0.25, 0.125 and 0.075 ps for the five different
charging rates, respectively. To obtain reliable statistics, each
charging case is repeated 100 times with independent initial
configurations. The potential distribution across the entire cell
is then calculated using the following equation derived from
Poisson’s equation [36]
Z x
s
1
φ(x) =
x−
(x − y)ρe (y)dy
(1)
0 r
0 r 0

behavior in the middle of the system. The force fields for
the wall atoms and RTILs are the same as those adopted
in [13]. Briefly, each wall is made of Lennard-Jones (LJ)
spheres arranged in a square lattice with a lattice spacing of
0.33 nm. The ions are modeled as a generic RTIL without
molecular details. Cations and anions of the RTIL electrolyte
are symmetrical LJ spheres of 0.5 nm in radius with unit
charge. The setup and the identical cation/anion radii lead
to a symmetrical capacitor. The non-electrostatic interactions
12
, [13] where
within the system are described by u LJ (r ) = Cr 12
r is the distance between two atoms. At a temperature of
T = 450 K, the LJ parameters are C12 = 3.742 kJ mol−1 nm−1
for ion–ion interactions and 9.931 × 10−3 kJ mol−1 nm−1 for
ion–wall interactions [13]. A background dielectric constant
of 2.0 is used in the calculations of electrostatic interactions to
account for the electronic polarizability of ions not explicitly
modeled in the force fields. We adopt this minimal model for
RTILs because it has been shown to successfully capture the
key features of EDLs revealed by simulations based on more
sophisticated RTIL models [13]. The number of cation–anion
pairs for the RTIL electrolyte is tuned so that the cation/anion
concentration in the cell center is 0.5 M at zero wall charge
conditions.
Simulations are performed in the NVT (T = 450 K)
ensemble using the Gromacs package [33]. A time step of
5 fs is used. Further details of the MD technique, such as
the calculations of electrostatic interactions and thermostating,
can be found in our prior work on electrokinetic transport in
RTILs [14]. Using the setup and force fields given above,
we were able to accurately reproduce the capacitance–voltage
(C–V ) relation of EDLs under the equilibrium conditions
reported in [13]. To simulate the formation of EDLs at the
electrode/electrolyte interface under constant-current charging
conditions, we first equilibrate the system with zero wall
charge for 100 ns. At t > 0, we continuously add (remove)
a small partial charge on each atom of the positive (negative)
electrode wall until the absolute value of the surface charge
density of both walls reaches 0.09 C m−2 . The rate at which
the partial charge was added to (removed from) the positive
(negative) wall atoms was varied to obtain five charging
current densities: I = 25, 50, 100, 200 and 400 kA cm−2 .
We note that these current densities are several orders of magnitude larger than that found in typical experimental systems
[34, 35] because the spacing between the two charged walls

where φ is the electrical potential, s is the wall charge density,
x is the distance from the geometrical plane of the left wall
(x = 0), 0 is the vacuum permittivity, r is the background
dielectric constant used in the RTIL model and ρe is the ionic
space charge density. As indicated in figure 1, the left wall
is the positive electrode of the electrochemical cell, with its
potential taken as zero.
Continuum simulations. Based on the BSK model developed in [12], the dynamics of EDL formation in the above
system can be described by the following equations:

∂C±
∂ ∂C±
F
∂φ
= D±
±
C±
∂t
∂x
∂x
RT
∂x

∂(C+ + C− )
γ C±
+
,
(2)
1 − γ (C+ + C− )
∂x


∂2
∂ 2φ
0 bulk lc2 2 − 1
= F(C+ − C− )
(3)
∂x
∂x2
where C± are the cation/anion concentrations, R is the ideal
gas constant, F is the Faraday constant, T is temperature, γ
is the minimum volume available in space for ions, D± is the
ion diffusion coefficient, bulk is the permittivity of bulk RTILs
and lc is the electrostatic correlation length. An ion-free Stern
layer with a thickness of L stern and a dielectric constant of stern
are also included near both walls (see figure 1). To facilitate
the comparison of the predictions by the BSK model with
those by the MD simulations, the BSK model is parameterized
using the properties of the model RTILs described above. Part
of such a parameterization has been performed in [12], and
the results are as follows: L stern = 0.5 nm, γ = 0.83 nm3 ,
lc = 1.33 nm, bulk = stern = 5. To determine the diffusion
3
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coefficient of the cation and anion, we perform independent
simulations to compute the electrical mobility of ions by
applying uniform electric fields to bulk RTILs. Next, the
diffusion coefficient of ions is obtained by using the Einstein
relation between diffusion coefficient and electrical mobility.
This method is consistent with the fact that the Einstein relation
is assumed in equation (2). Using this method, D+ = D− =
1.68 × 10−8 m2 s−1 was obtained. Such a diffusion coefficient
is three to four orders of magnitude larger than that of typical
bulk RTILs due to the spherical geometry of the RTIL model
and the high temperature adopted here. Because of this large
ion diffusion coefficient, the formation and relaxation of EDLs
is fast. As such, it enables nearly quasi-equilibrium formation
of EDLs to be simulated at a charging rate much larger than
that in practical systems (e.g., I = 25 kA cm−2 , cf figure 6(a)),
which facilitates the comparison with EDL formation under
non-equilibrium charging conditions.
Equation (2) is complemented by a zero-ion flux boundary
condition for the ions at x = 0 and 2L. For equation (3), the
third derivative of the electrical potential is set to zero at
x = 0 and 2L; the first derivative of the electrical potential
at x = 0 and 2L is treated as a time-dependent function which
represents the steady increase of the wall charge density due
to constant-current charging:
∂φ
∂x

=
x=0

−I t
;
0 bulk

∂φ
∂x

=
x=2L

It
0 bulk

Figure 2. Evolution of the potential drop across the entire

electrochemical cell (cf figure 1) as a function of the wall charge
density during constant-current charging at different charging rates.

charging current leads to larger ionic current and IR drop across
the RTILs (Ohmic loss), and thus larger voltage drop across the
entire cell. These theoretical evolutions of potential drop bear
a close resemblance to the charging branch of the galvanostatic
charge/discharge profiles of supercapacitors utilizing RTILs as
electrolytes, where the voltage plotted versus time shows linear
slopes indicating capacitive behavior [34, 39]. We also note
that the system has negative dynamic differential capacitance
due to potential oscillations.
To understand the physical origins of the potential oscillation shown in figure 2, we examine the potential drop across
half of the cell φhc , i.e., that from the left wall to the cell center.
Note that φhc is 1/2 of the total potential drop across the entire
cell due to the symmetries of the cell geometry and ion models
used here. Using equation (1), the rate at which the half-cell
potential drop φhc changes under a constant-current charging
condition is given by

(4)

where I is the current density (kA m−2 ). At t = 0, C+ =
C− = 0.5 M and φ = 0 V throughout the domain. These equations were solved using a commercial finite element package
Comsol [37, 38]. Non-uniform elements are implemented in
order to better resolve EDLs near walls while minimizing
the computational cost. Mesh sizes are reduced several times
to ensure the results are mesh-independent. As in the MD
simulations, five different constant charging current densities
are used to study the dynamics of EDL formation.

∂φhc ∂φwc ∂φic
=
+
∂t
∂t
∂t
∂φwc
IL
=
∂t
ε0 r
RL
∂φic
1 ∂ 0 (L − y)ρe (y)dy
=−
.
∂t
ε0 r
∂t

3. MD results and discussions

We first examine the dynamics of EDL formations in the
RTIL electrolyte using the MD method described in section 2.
Figure 2 shows the evolutions of the potential drop across
the entire cell as a function of the wall charge density
under constant-current charging at different rates. At the
highest charging rate (I = 400 kA cm−2 ), the potential drop
increases sharply as the wall charge density increases and
oscillates significantly until the wall charge density reaches
∼0.02 C m−2 . Afterward, the potential drop increases rather
linearly with the wall charge density, and the weak curvature of
the voltage–charge curve is closely related to the fact that the
differential capacitance of double layers in RTILs depends on
the surface charge density of the electrodes. At lower charging
rates, the oscillation of potential drop across the cell initiates
at lower wall charge densities and the amplitude is reduced
with respect to that of 400 kA cm−2 . For any given wall
charge density, the potential drop across the cell increases with
increasing charging current, which is expected because higher

(5a)
(5b)
(5c)

In equation (5a), ∂φwc /∂t and ∂φ ic /∂t represent the contributions from the accumulation of surface charge on the
wall and from the formation of ionic space charge layers
(i.e., EDLs) inside the RTILs, respectively. Note that ∂φwc /∂t
is a constant determined by the charging rate in the constantcurrent charging. Figure 3(a) shows the temporal evolution of
φhc , while figure 3(b) shows the contributions to φhc from
the two components of ∂φwc /∂t and ∂φ ic /∂t. Figure 3(b)
indicates that the oscillation of the half-cell potential drop is
driven by the dynamic formation of ionic space charge layers
inside RTILs: φhc increases (decreases) whenever |∂φ ic /∂t|
is smaller (larger) than ∂φwc /∂t, and φhc reaches a peak (or
valley) whenever ∂φ ic /∂t becomes equal to ∂φwc /∂t. More
4
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density and total ion density profiles during the first 6 ps of
charging. We observe that the net charge grows noticeably
only in the first layer at short times (t < ∼0.9 ps). The growth
of the first layer is followed by the second, the third, and the
fourth layers at successively later times.
Using the data on the growth of charge inside each layer
shown in figures 4(a)–(c) and equation (5c), we compute how
the sequential growth of all these layers contributes to the
evolution of ∂φ ic /∂t with time. Figure 5(a) shows that, for
t < ∼1 ps, if we include only the charge in the first space
charge layer in ρe when evaluating equation (5c), the computed
∂φ ic /∂t is close to the result in which all space charge layers are
included in ρe when evaluating equation (5c). This indicates
that, for t < ∼1 ps, the growth of φic is governed mostly by
the growth of the first space charge layer (blue solid curve
in figure 5(a)) and its competition with the growth of φwc
due to the steady increase of wall charge density (solid black
line in figure 5(a) leads to the first potential peak observed
at t ≈ 0.9 ps. Such an observation is expected because, by
t ∼ 1 ps, only the first space charge layer grows notably
(i.e., has significant charge accumulation). Figure 5(a) also
shows that at t > ∼1 ps, the growth of the first space charge
layer contributes much more greatly to the variation of φhc
than the growth of the wall charge. However, as can be seen
from figure 5(b), while the growth of the first space charge
layer tends to slow down the increase of φhc , its impact is
strongly reduced by the growth of the second space charge
layer. In fact, when the net charge in both layers is considered,
∂φ ic /∂t (thus ∂φ hc /∂t) is small and even becomes smaller than
∂φ wc /∂t at t ≈ 1.46 ps, which in turn leads to the first valley
of the φhc at t ≈ 1.63 ps. Such a result is consistent with the
fact that, at t > 0.9 ps, the second space charge layer near the
wall starts to grow rapidly (see figure 4(a)). Because the net
charge in this layer is opposite to that in the first space charge
layer, the growth of this layer counteracts the suppression
effect on the growth of φhc due to the growth of the first
space charge layer. Figure 5(b) shows that at t > 1.63 ps, the
simultaneous growth of the first and the second charge layers
tends to greatly enhance the growth of φhc (see blue line in
figure 5(b)). However, as shown in figure 5(c), their effects
are counteracted by the growth of the third space charge layer
near the wall, which has a net charge opposite to that in the
second space charge layer. While the large statistical noise in
figure 5(c) prevents a conclusive determination of the origin
of the second peak of φhc at t ≈ 2.84 ps, it should be closely
related to the significant growth of the third charge layer by
this time. From figure 2, we also observe that there are more
potential oscillations in smaller charging current cases, such
as I = 200 kA cm−2 . This can be explained by the sequential
formation of EDLs. During constant-current charging, the total
charge on the wall at any given time is smaller for smaller
current than that for higher current, then the formation of
layers further away from the wall, such as the fourth and fifth
layers, becomes more important in affecting the total potential
drop in smaller charging current cases since the charges in
those layers are more comparable to the total charge on the
wall.
The above analysis shows that the sequential formation
of the space charge layers with net charge of alternating

Figure 3. Evolution of the potential drop across a half-cell under the
largest charging current studied (I = 400 kA cm−2 ). (a) Temporal
evolution of the half-cell potential drop (φhc ); (b) contributions from
the wall charge (∂φwc /∂t, horizontal blue line) and the ionic space
charge (|∂φic /∂t|, red curve) to the half-cell potential drop. Since
∂φic /∂t is always negative, its absolute value is shown here to
facilitate comparison with ∂φwc /∂t. The vertical dashed lines
denote the time when φhc reaches a peak (or valley) or equivalently
when ∂φwc /∂t is equal to |∂φ ic /∂t|.

specifically, for t < 1.24 ps, ∂φ ic /∂t increases rapidly and
exceeds ∂φwc /∂t at t = 0.91 ps and this leads to the first peak
of φhc . Between t = 1.24 and 2.21 ps, |∂φ ic /∂t| decreases
and crosses over ∂φwc /∂t at t = 1.63 ps, leading to the first
valley of φhc . At later times, |∂φ ic /∂t| still oscillates but with
a reduced amplitude. As such, the oscillation of φhc becomes
weaker with time and practically disappears at t > 6 ps.
The above results indicate that the formation of ionic space
charge layers (or equivalently, EDLs) inside the cell during
charging is responsible for the oscillation of the potential drop
across the cell observed in figure 2. To further rationalize how
the formation of EDLs leads to the potential oscillation, we
divide the space between the left wall and the middle plane
of the cell into several layers: the first and the second layers
(0 nm < x < 0.93 nm and 0.93 nm < x < 1.67 nm) correspond
to the space occupied by the first counter-ion (anion) and
co-ion (cation) layers adjacent to the left wall, respectively.
The third layer (1.67 nm < x < 2.31 nm) corresponds to the
space occupied by the second layer of counter-ions near the
wall. Since the alternating layering of counter-ions and co-ions
is no longer strong beyond the second counter-ion peak, the
space between x = 2.31 and 15 nm is taken as the fourth
layer. It is worth noting that the locations of the counter-ion
and co-ion layers adjacent to the wall will change during the
charging process. However, such a change is relatively small
during the time when potential oscillations are observed, and
therefore we adopt a static partition of the ionic layers inside
the cell. Figure 4(a) shows the evolution of the net charge in
each of these layers and figures 4(b)–(d) show the detailed
evolution of the cation density, anion density, space charge
5
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Figure 4. (a) Evolution of the net ionic space charge in the four layers defined in the text during the initial stage of charging. (b)–(e)
Evolution of the cation number density, anion number density, space charge density and total number density, respectively, during the
constant-current charging. I = 400 kA cm−2 in all cases.

(co-ions) toward (away from) each wall. Since the wall
prevents penetration of counter-ions into them, counter-ions
accumulate near the wall and thus the first space charge layer
is the first to grow. With the lapse of time, the number of
counter-ions inside the first layer increases more rapidly as
the wall charge becomes larger (due to the constant-current
charging). At t ∼ 0.8 ps in the fastest charging case (I =
400 kA cm−2 ), the rate at which the net charge inside
the first layer increases becomes faster than that on the
electrode walls. This phenomenon is analogous to the charge
over-screening phenomenon in equilibrium EDLs and can
be termed ‘dynamic’ over-screening. Because of this effect,
co-ions are now attracted strongly toward the wall and the
growth of the second space charge layer becomes prominent.
Since the electrode walls are still being charged constantly,
both the first and the second space charge layers continue to
grow. In a similar manner, the third space charge layer starts
to grow when the second space charge layer ‘dynamically’
over-screens the charge on the wall and inside the first space
charge layer. Such a process is repeated in subsequent layers
but becomes weaker as each additional layer is located farther
away from the electrode wall.

Figure 5. The evolution of |∂φ ic /∂t| and how the growth of various
space charge layers adjacent to wall contributes to it. Both ∂φic /∂t
and ∂φlayers /∂t are negative, and so their absolute values are shown
here to facilitate comparison with ∂φwc /∂t (black solid line). The

red dotted dashed curve denotes the contribution due to the space
charge in all layers and the blue solid curve represents the potential
due to the net charge in several layers ((a) the first layer only; (b) the
first two layers; (c) the first three layers). The vertical black dashed
line represents the time at which φhc reaches peak or valley. The
charging current is I = 400 kA cm−2 .

4. Comparison between MD and continuum
simulation results

In order to test the accuracy of the BSK model for nonequilibrium dynamics of RTILs, we also investigated the
formation of EDLs under constant-current charging conditions using the continuum simulation approach described in
section 2. Figure 6(a) shows that, at a current density of I =
25 kA cm−2 , the potential evolutions predicted by the MD and
BSK models are in good agreement up to a relatively high wall

signs causes the oscillation of the half-cell potential shown
in figure 2. The origins of the sequential formation of the
space charge layers near the wall can be understood as follows.
Immediately after a constant current is imposed on the wall,
the surface charge density on the walls starts to increase,
creating an electric field across the cell to drive counter-ions
6
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polarized by external electric fields. Therefore, the effective
dielectric constant experienced by the ions can be smaller than
that at equilibrium conditions, akin to the scenario when bulk
dielectric fluids (e.g., water) or electrolyte confined between
two walls is subject to a strong external electric field imposed
abruptly [41]. This helps explain the faster rise of cell potential
during the initial stage of charging in MD simulations. Such
effects may be incorporated into the BSK model by introducing
a frequency-dependent dielectric constant, but this study is out
of the scope of the present work. Figure 6(b) also shows that, at
the later stage of charging (wall charge >0.045 C m−2 ), the cell
potential predicted by the BSK model increases at a slower rate
compared to that observed in MD simulations. This is caused
in part by the fact that a constant ion diffusion coefficient was
used in the BSK model. When the wall charge density increases
beyond ∼0.04 C m−2 , further growth of the ionic space charge
layers is mainly due to the growth of the first ionic layer (MD
results not shown). Since the counter-ion density inside the
first ionic layer is already large at a wall charge density of
0.04 C m−2 , further insertion of counter-ions in this layer tends
to reduce their diffusion coefficient in the direction normal to
the electrode wall [42]. Such a decrease of the ion diffusion
coefficient effectively increases the electrical resistance in
the electrochemical cell, and consequently the potential drop
across the cell from the MD simulations increases faster than
that predicted by the BSK model, in which the ion diffusion
coefficient is assumed to be uniform in the entire system and
for the complete charging process.
Unlike previous modified PNP models, the BSK model
effectively accounts for additional ion–ion correlations by
introducing an electrostatic correlation length lc into the
Poisson equation (see equation (3)). To evaluate the importance
of the ion–ion correlation effects, we also solved the BSK
model by setting lc = 0. In this case, the BSK model is reduced
to the modified PNP model in [30], which only entertains
steric effects. As shown in figure 6, such a modified PNP
model performs considerably worse than the BSK model, and
cannot even predict the charging kinetics at the lowest charging
rate. This highlights the significance of parameterizing ion–ion
correlation in the BSK model.
In addition to comparing the evolution of the electrical
potential drop across the cell during charging, we performed
a detailed comparison of the evolution of ion density profiles
obtained by MD and the BSK model to further assess the
accuracy of the BSK model in predicting the dynamics of
double layer formation. To facilitate comparison, we divided
the space between the right wall and middle plane into several
layers following the partition method in [12]. The width of
each layer is 1 nm, and the first layer is defined as the layer
closest to the right wall. We next calculated the evolution of
average cation/anion area densities in the first, second and third
layers using MD and BSK models, and the results are shown
in figure 7.
We observe that the unscaled ion densities in these layers
(figures 7(a1-3)) in the MD simulation and BSK model differ
even at t = 0, which makes the comparison of the evolution of
unscaled ion densities at t > 0 difficult. The disagreement at
t = 0 (when charge density on the wall is zero) is expected

Figure 6. Evolution of potential drop across the entire cell predicted
by MD, the BSK model and a modified PNP model with zero
electrostatic correlation length (panel (a) I = 25 kA cm−2 ,
panel (b) I = 400 kA cm−2 ). The equilibrium potential drop
corresponding to various surface charge densities is computed in
separate equilibrium MD simulations.

charge density of ∼0.07 C m−2 , suggesting that the BSK model
can be used to quantitatively predict the formation of EDLs.
This is quite encouraging as it opens the possibility of studying
the charging dynamics in large systems using continuum
simulations, which can be orders of magnitude faster than
MD simulations. We also observe that the potential–surface
charge relation obtained under such a current density already
approaches that at equilibrium conditions, which, as explained
in section 2, is caused by the fast diffusion of the model RTILs
in our MD simulations.
Figure 6(b) compares the predictions of the potential
drop across the entire cell by the MD and BSK models at
the largest current density studied, i.e., I = 400 kA cm−2 .
The BSK model cannot predict the fast rise of potential
drop across the cell at the initial stage of charging as well
as the potential oscillation until the surface charge density
of electrode wall reaches ∼0.02 C m−2 . These difficulties
most likely originate from the fact that the BSK model is
parameterized to reproduce the structure and capacitance of
the EDLs under equilibrium conditions and thus may not
perform very well when the EDLs near the electrode wall
are driven far from equilibrium, as is the present case under a
very large charging current. For example, a dielectric constant
of 5 was used in the parameterized BSK model. As clarified
earlier, ionic polarization, i.e., the polarization due to relative
displacements of oppositely charged ion pairs, contributes
significantly to the overall dielectric screening both in bulk
RTILs [40] and in EDLs [17]. When EDL formation is driven
by a very large charging current, significant accumulation of
net charge in space charge layers near the wall occurs at a
time scale comparable to the time scale that an ion pair is
7
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Figure 7. Temporal evolution of cation (red) and anion (blue) area densities in the first ((a1), (b1) and (c1)), second ((a2), (b2) and (c2)) and
third ((a3), (b3) and (c3)) layers in the MD simulation at I = 25 kA cm−2 (dotted) and BSK model (solid line). (a1-3) are unscaled ion
densities, (b1-3) are ion densities scaled by their initial value at t = 0 and (c1-3) are ion charge densities scaled by charge density on the
wall, which increases with time. The method for partition of layers is the same as that in figure 3 of [12] and the width of each layer is 1 nm.

the profiles of σcation /σwall and σanion /σwall nearly overlap with
each other in all layers because the difference between cation
and anion densities is quite small.
5. Conclusions

In summary, we have studied the dynamics of EDL formation
at the interface of planar electrodes and RTILs under constantcurrent charging conditions. At relatively low charging rates,
the evolution of the cell potential drop predicted by the MD
simulations and the BSK model agree with each other quite
well. At very high charging rates, MD simulations predict a
very fast rise of the cell potential at very short times and an
oscillation of the cell potential until the wall charge density
reaches a moderate value (∼0.02 C m−2 in our model). Such
oscillation is caused by the sequential growth of the space
charge layers with net charges of alternating signs near the
electrode wall, and cannot be predicted by the present BSK
model. In addition, the BSK model predicts a slower rise
of cell potential during both the initial and later stages of
charging compared to that obtained from MD simulations.
Such a difference is most likely caused by the fact that the
BSK model is parameterized under equilibrium conditions.
This can in principle be resolved by introducing frequencydependent dielectric constant, ion density-dependent diffusion
coefficients and even local concentration/field-dependent lc
into the BSK model [43, 44]. Together, these results suggest
that, unless EDL formation occurs under far-from-equilibrium
conditions, its macroscopic behavior can be predicted quite
well by the BSK model. The evolution of ion density profiles, another aspect of the EDL formation dynamics, is also
compared to further assess the accuracy of the BSK model in
predicting the dynamics of double layer formation, showing
good agreement between the MD and BSK models.

Figure 8. Ion densities near the wall when the wall is not charged in
the MD and BSK models. Density profiles of cation and anion
overlap with each other because the wall is electrically neutral.

because ion densities are non-uniform in MD system but
uniform in the BSK model (see figure 8).
To circumvent the above issue, we scaled the ion densities
in each layer by their values at t = 0. Figures 7(b1-3) show
that in the first layer, the results from MD and BSK agree well
with each other; in the second layer, ion densities predicted by
MD model are slightly larger than by BSK and their agreement
is fair; in the third layer, the noise in MD results prevents a
conclusive comparison. Alternatively, we also scaled the cation
and anion area charge densities (σcation and σanion ) in each
layer by the charge density on the wall, which increases with
time during constant-current charging. Figures 7(c1-3) show
that, in all layers, the orders of magnitude of σcation /σwall and
σanion /σwall predicted by MD and BSK models agree well.
Such an agreement is not trivial because, at short time, the
magnitude of wall charge density σwall is very small. Note that
8
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The present study suggests that one can gain insights into
the formation of separate EDL layers, an atomistic process
difficult to quantify directly, by analyzing the oscillation
of the electrical potential as a function of time during a
constant-current charging process. Such a procedure can also
potentially provide critical information about the ion transport
behavior within the EDL and in the direction normal to
the electrode wall. However, the experimental studies of
galvanostatic charge/discharge of supercapacitors utilizing
RTILs as electrolytes do not display such potential oscillations,
probably because of the limited temporal resolution on a
time scale of seconds. In the model RTIL we employed, the
potential oscillation is observed at very large charging current
(>O(100 kA cm−2 )) and very short time scale (<O(5 ps)).
As pointed out above, this is mainly caused by the large
diffusion coefficient of the model RTILs, which enables very
fast formation/relaxation of the EDL structure and potential.
Consequently, a far-from-equilibrium EDL formation can only
be probed using large charging currents and observed at short
time scales. For practical RTILs, whose diffusion coefficient
is usually three to four orders of magnitude smaller than the
model RTIL considered here, the formation/relaxation of the
EDL is much slower and thus we can expect the potential
oscillation to be observed at charging currents that are more
accessible experimentally and at much longer time scales
up to 1 ns. Nevertheless, the temporal resolution of present
galvanostatic charge/discharge experiments must be enhanced
to the nanosecond scale in order to observe the potential
oscillations predicted in this work.
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